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ABSTRACT 
We have a well known formula for the entropy ofa skew product in the case where the fiber action is 
generated from a Z-action. Although not much is known about the skew product with a more 
general group, we are able to compute the entropy of a skew product whose fiber action comes from 
a special type of Z?-actions [Pal]: The entropy of the skew product is known to be the entropy of the 
base plus the directional entropy in the direction of the integral of the skewing function. We present 
an example of a skew product to show that the above computation of the entropy is not true for a 
general Z’-action on the fiber. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that if a dynamical system (Z. L. A. S) has a factor (X. F. ~1~ T), 
then it can be represented as a skew product with its factor. That is, (Z. L. A, S) 
is isomorphic to (2’ x Y. _F x 6, IL x V. F) where F(x,J,) = (TX, F(.x)J’) for a 
Z-action F(s) on U, depending on .Y. Abramov and Rohlin [AR] computed the 
entropy of p via the action Tand the actions F(s). If the fiber action is gener- 
ated by a Z-action, then it is not hard to compute the entropy of the skew 
product. Let F denote a Z-action on Y and C+J be an integrable function from X 
to Z. If f is defined by F(x, y) = (TX, Fp(“)y), then the entropy of ? satisfies the 
formula, h(y) = h(T) + h(F)1 Jtp(.x)dvl [Ad]. In particular, if cp(s) is a constant 
function, then p = T x F;^‘-‘) and the entropy formula is clear. 
In the construction of examples of intrinsically K-systems, Marcus and 
*This research is supported in part by BSRI 96-1441 and KOSEF 95-0701-03-3 
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Newhouse [MN] asked the following question: If a more general group (other 
than 2) acts on a fiber, then what is the measure theoretic or topological en- 
tropy of the skew product. If we have a Z”-action Fon Yand cp is an integrable 
function from X to Z”, then i’(~, y) = ( TY, F’+(.‘)y) defines a Z-action on 
X x Y. When we have a Z”-action on Y it is clear that the fiber contribution to 
the entropy of ? does not necessarily come from the entropy of the whole 
Z”-action. For example, if Fis a Z2-action and (P(X) = (1,O) for all x E X, then 
f = T x F(‘.“) and h(f) = /I(T) + h(F(‘.“)). F or a general discription of the 
entropy of a skew product. see [WZ]. 
J. Milnor [Mill introduced the notion of directional entropy in his study of 
Cellular Automata. A Cellular Automaton map can be considered as a homo- 
morphism of Y = nTX (0, 1. . k} with product topology which commutes 
with the shift map on Y By [He], any continuous map to itself should be a block 
map. If the Cellular Automaton map is invertible, then the shift map together 
with the Cellular Automaton map generates a Z’-action on Y. If it is not in- 
vertible, then we consider the natural extension to have a Z2-action instead of 
Z x N-action. The definition of directional entropy in the case of Z2-action is 
defined as follows. 
Given a vector c = (x,1,) E R2, we let rr = s/_r The directional entropy /z(6) is 
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where P denotes the generating partition under F and P/,i denote the partition 
F(-‘,-j)P. It is clear that the directional entropy can be considered as a gen- 
eralization of the entropy of a non cocompact subgroup action. It is also clear 
from the definition that h(ii) = h(-ii). We note that ifs and y are integers, then 
/z(c) = /?((x,y)) = h(F(-‘.J’)), where h(F(-‘.“I) denotes the entropy of the Z-ac- 
tion, F(5J). In the case of a Z2-action, the directional entropy is defined not 
only for a rational vector which can be associated with a Z-action, but also for 
any vector ?? = (.Y,Y) E R’. It is known that the directional entropy is upper 
semi-continuous in the class of Z2-actions including the Z’-actions generated 
by a Cellular Automaton map ([Si], [Pa2]). The above definition of directional 
entropy can be extended to an arbitrary Z”-action. Also for a given Zn-action, 
k-dimensional directional entropies can be defined for any ksn ([Mill, [BL]). 
If a Z2-action on a fiber comes from a certain class of Z2-actions [Pal] which 
contains Z2-actions generated by Cellular Automaton map and Z’-actions like 
Markov subgroups with invariant measures in the sense of [KS], then the en- 
tropy of ?’ can be computed as 
h(f) = h(T) + h(C) where ,i?= [cpdv. 
That is, the fiber contribution comes from the directional entropy in the direc- 
tion of s cpdu [Pal]. 
Topological directional entropy is defined analogously and its properties 
have been studied in connection with expansiveness [BL]. We may mention that 
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D. Lind [L] constructed a counterexample F whose topological entropy does 
not satisfy the formula above. (See [BL].) The fiber action of this example does 
not come from a Cellular Automaton map. 
It is not yet clear what is the necessary and sufficient condition for the above 
formula to hold. To show that the formula does not hold in general, we con- 
struct an example whose entropy does not satisfy the formula above. We use 
Thouvenot’s example of a Z2-action on the fiber. Its directional entropy in the 
direction of (1,O) is positive and the directional entropies in the rest of the ra- 
tional directions v’ = (p, q) are all zeros. We will explicitly construct the base 
action Twhich is a rank-2 action, hence of zero entropy. The skewing function 
takes the values (1.1) or (1, -1). We present the Thouvenot’s idea of the 
Z’-action on the fiber without rigorous proofs. The properties mentioned 
above are clear from the construction. 
If T has infinite entropy, then clearly the entropy of f is infinite. Hence the 
above formula trivially holds. We may assume that h(T) < zoo. We recall the 
following computation of entropy. Let P be a generating partition of the base 
and Q be a partition of the fiber. The partition P x Q denotes the obvious par- 
tition on X x Y. Also P and Q can be considered in a natural way as partitions 
OfXX Y. 
h(?, P x Q) =,,‘LmX ;FJ “v’ Fi(P x Q) 
r=O 
(1.1) 
where cp;(.x) = Ejl, cp(Tj.~) and H.y(V?Id F’Q) denote H(V:z,: F’Q) con- 
ditioned on 1,. = {(x, y) : ~1 E Y}. 
It is easy to see that 
where t, denote the number of atoms in the partition vy=d f’P. 
If cp is integrable, then it is not hard to see that there exists a bounded func- 
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tion cp’ cohomologous to cp. Hence we may assume that cp is a bounded func- 
tion. If Q is a generating partition for the Z2-action and J cpdp # (1, 0), then we 
let Q,?, denote the partition V:.‘l_, F (‘.“)i(Vy:d F(O.]“Q) where T is the max- 
imum value of the second coordinate of ‘p. In the case when J pdp = (1. 0), Q,,! 
denote the partition VT= _,~ F(“.‘li(VyZd F(‘.‘)‘Q), where 77 is the maximum 
value of the first coordinate of ‘p. We note that P x Q or P x Qm is not nec- 
essarily a generating partition under F. Hence 
h(F) =,,f@xh(?, P x Qln) 
= h(T) + lim lim 
,,I - x n + x 
We write Q < Q’ if Q’ is a finer partition than Q. 
We would like to thank professor D. Ornstein who communicated many 
ideas used here. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF (Y, 6. v, F) 
We build the Z2-action by successive concaternation of n-block names. Each 
n-block is going to be defined as the set of integer lattice points contained in a 
parallelogram. It is clear from the construction that Ydenotes the interval [0, l] 
with the Lebesgue measure. 
For a given E > 0, let C&i < E. Let { (ql/pl)> (qI/pl), , (q,l/p,r) .} be a se- 
quence of rational numbers where each rational number occurs infinitely often. 
We assume that for each n.p, and q,, are relatively prime and q,, is positive. We 
let rrl = (q,Jp,). 
2.1. First step 
We start with the 1 x 1 square of vertices at { (0,O). (0, l), (l(O): (1.1)). We put 
O’s and l’s at the vertices randomly. There are 24 possible square names. Let 
Wi be a parallelogram including its boundaries with vertices (O,O), (MI, 0). 
(NIPI - (llrl),Nlql - 1). (MI +NIPI ~ (l/rl),Nlql - 11, where MI and NI 
are large enough integers so that WI can be tiled by disjoint 1 x 1 squares ex- 
cept (&i/2) fraction of the indices of WI. The vertices of 1 x 1 squares are 
placed disjointly at the lattice points in WI. We denote by I& c WI the 
subset of indices occupied by the 1 x 1 square. Let Ti denote the subset of the 
indices contained in a parallelogram with vertices (O,O), (Mi,O). ((l/r,). 1). 
(A41 + (l/r,). 1). That is, T1 is the subset of indices of the first two rows of WI. 
We denote by ri the subset of indices of TI covered by the 1 x 1 squares. We 
may assume that for each row, the fraction of T1 is greater than 1 - (~i/2). 
Place 1 x 1 square names independently in ri. There are at least 
24(M1(1~ii1/2))/2) = 22”1(’ -(<i/Z)) many names of T,. For a name of WI, the name 
of the next two rows in WI is a copy of the first two rows. That is, the name of 
the first 1 x 1 square in the next two rows of the indices in w, is the same as that 
of the first 1 x 1 square in TI. The number of the squares of the next two rows 
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may differ from the number of the squares of the first two rows by at most 1. If 
we have one more, then we leave the name of the last square unfilled. If we have 
one less, then we copy the names for Tt except the last square of T1. The name 
of the fifth and the sixth rows are again copies of the first two rows. We repeat 
this until we can not continue. We denote by l&t the rest of the indices which are 
not covered by the names of 1 x 1 square. Now we fill them by 0’s. By choosing 
Nt large enough, we may assume that the indices to be filled by O’s at this stage, 
not by the square names is of fraction less than ~1. We note that the number of 
names of WI is the same as the number of names of r,. 
2.2. Induction step from W, to W,+ 1 
Let Wn+l denote the set of integer lattice points in 2’ which are contained in 
a parallelogram including its boundaries with vertices (0,O). (M,, + 1~0). 
(N,,+IP,+I - (llrn+I),Nn+lqn+l - l),(M,+i +N,,+IPn.t I - (l/m+l)? Nn+I 
q, + 1 - 1). We cover the indices of W,, + 1 by disjoint parallelograms of size W,, 
as much as we can. We denote by t@,,+ I the indices occupied by the parallelo- 
grams W,,. We choose M,+ 1 and N,,, I to satisfy the following conditions. 
Without confusion, we may also denote the parallelogram itself by W, + 1. 
(1) M,+I z+ M,, and N,,+I B N,. 
(2) W, + 1 can be tiled by parallelograms of size W,, except (E, + l/2) fraction 
of the indices contained in W,, + 1. 
(3) The number of W,,‘s in a row in w,+ 1 is bigger than (4/~,,+ I). 
(4) (N,q,IN,f t I) < C&n+ IP). 
Let T,+I denote a parallelogram inside W,,, I whose vertices are (0, 0), 
(M,,+I, O).((p,+tlqn+-r)(N,q, - l).N,q, - l), and (M,+I + (Pn+tlqn+t) 
(N,,q,, - 1) N,q, - l).Thatis, T,+I consists of the first N,,q, rows of W, + 1. Let 
T,,+, = Tnit n %,,I. 
We may assume that for each row the fraction of ?‘,, + 1 in T,, + 1 is greater than 
1 - (6,+1/2). In T,+t, we place all possible configurations of W,, with equal 
probability. The names of the next N,lq, rows above T,, + I in W,, + I is a duplicate 
of T,, 4~ ]
Since (P,, + i/q, + I 1 W,q,, - 1) is not necessarily an integer, the number of 
W,,‘s in the ?‘,2+ 1and the number of W,,‘s in the next N,q, rows may differ at 
most by 1. As in the case of WI, if we have one more W, in the second N,,q,, 
rows, then leave the last W, unfilled and if we have one less, then we copy the 
names of W, blocks in r, + I in order except the last W,, block name in T,l + 1. By 
(3), this is less than the fraction (E, + l/4) 
We repeat this until we have rows left less than N,,q,? from the top. There 
may be at most N,,q, - 1 rows left from the top. By (4) these rows make up less 
than (E,+ t/8) fraction of the space. Hence by (2), (3) and (4) the set of indices 
not covered by the names of W,,‘s, denoted by I$‘,,+ 1, is of fraction less than 
(GtlP) + (&+1/4) + (&+1/4) = &!+I. We fill these indices by 0’s. If k, denote 
the number of n-block names, then k,+ 1 satisfies the following inequality, 
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k,( ~,,+,/M,,)(lk) < k(M,,+I/M,,)(I~C:‘=i,‘Ei) < k,+, 5 k(“tI+l/M,ti. - n _ n 
Hence by induction, we have 
(24)(M,,+$)+-E) 5 k,+, 5 (24)(‘%+1/2), 
It is important to note that the number of names is independent of N,,‘s. By our 
construction it is not hard to see that the Z2-action has following properties: 
(i) h(l,O) > 0. 
(ii) h(p. q) = 0 f or all (p, q) where q # 0. (See Remark 1). 
We denote the space by ( Y, 6, p> F). To compute h(d), we imbed the action in 
the ambient vector space R2 so that for any rational vector C = (p, q) # (1 ,O), 
It(<) can be written as follows: 
h(C QIJl) =,lirnm :H (p.y)) 'a,,) 
where Qnl denote the partition vrt _,)I F’(].O)’ Vyid F(‘.‘)jQ. 
Note that we can also define the directional entropy for all irrational vectors 
as well. 
Remark 1. We briefly describe why h(C) = 0 for all ,u’ # (1,O). Recall that 
in each WnA,,, the names of the bottom layer of blocks W,,,,,_l determine the 
names of the whole block W,,,,,. Given m and 6 = (p, q), let { (qnA /P,~~)} be a 
subsequence of {(q,JPJ} such that; = (q,, /p,) for all k. We may assume that 
M,,$, > m. 
Let G denote the window of size (O,O), (0,2M,,,,), ((p/q)(N,,q, - l), 
Nq %, - 1) and ((p/q)(N,,q,, - 1) + 2Mnh,, . N,,q,,, - 1). The number of names 
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of the partition, Vr:s (F ‘;) ‘QM”&,,, is the same as the number of names that we 
see through the window G. To compute the major part of h(v’, Q,,,) as in the 
above, we first count the number of names based on the following. 
(i) We may assume that G is made up of parts of at most one or two IV,,, 
blocks. 
(ii) Once the horizontal and vertical relative positions of G in lower W,,, are 
known, then the position of W,,,_l blocks intersecting G are determined. In 
each layer Wn,_l blocks in W,,, , the relative position of the W,,l-l blocks inter- 
secting G are the same. By our construction, the names of the first N,,_~q,,~_i 
rows determine G completely if G is contained in one W,,, block. If G is made up 
of two W,,, blocks, then the names of the first N,,_iqni_i rows determine the 
names of G up to the row where the lower W,,, block ends and the names of 
the bottom Nn,_lq,,l_l rows of the upper W,,, determine the rest of G. We note 
that there are at most 22M”“o’N’i~~‘y’t~~” -many names of the first N,,, _iq,,_r rows 
of G. Hence the major part of the above computation of the entropy follows. 
(See Figure 1.) 
Figure 1 
Between two W,,, blocks, there may be rows of O’s from some wn,. (We can 
modify our construction so that the number of rows of spacers at each step is at 
most 1.) This fact would contribute very little to the computation of the en- 
tropy. There are other configurations that we may see through G. However 
these make up very small probability. Hence qnr, the sum of all these errors, 
goes to 0 as k + 00. 
Remark 2. It is clear from the construction that we can make h( 1,O) arbitrarily 
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large. One way to increase the entropy is to use 2 x 2 squares insted of 1 x 1 
squares at the beginning. Since a 2 x 2 square contains 9 indices, h( 1) 0) will be 
bigger than 3( 1 - E) log 2. Another way is to define r,,, 1 to be the first 2N,,y,, 
rows so that there are two rows of independent W,, blocks in its W,,+ I block. It 
is also easy to see that we can make h( 1,O) infinite. 
Remark 3. Let U = F(‘,‘) and V = F .p (’ ‘1. It is worth noting that I7( V) = 
h(U) = 0. However h( UP’) = h(F(‘s’)) > 0. Hence it has the property that 
h( UV) > h( V) + h(U). 
Remark 4. It is not hard to see that the directional entropies in the irrational 
directions are all zero. 
Remark 5. We can use an element of GL(2, Z) to construct a Z2-action so that 
h(Go) > 0 for a given CO = (p, q) and h(c) = 0 for all 6 # 50. 
3. CONSTRUCTION OF THE BASE 
Given any E > 0, we chose E, such that Cc0 E; < E. Let 
i 
(L&)1 if i=2j- 1 
‘ji= (1,-h)% ifi=2j 
be a sequence of vectors which converges to u’ = (1.0). We construct a base 
(X,_?=,p, T) by successively defining two n-blocks from two (n-1)-blocks. We 
may identify the n-blocks by their names. Recall that Q is the given partition 
{Q’, Q’ } of Yand Qk denote the partition V FE _k F (‘.O)’ Vjii F(‘,‘)iQ. 
We note that given a rational vector G # (1,O) and for any k, 
For any kl, there exists $1 such that s > si, then 
Hence, ifs > sI, then 
Choose ml satisfying that ml > 4. Let Cl and Ci denote the blocks of con- 




DI =c1 c, ” c, 




Bl =D,D, ...DI 
We denote the length of the block DI or Dt by dl and the length of the block B1 
or Br by ht. Note that u’t = 411 and hr = 4111971. 
At each stage, choose k,, + m%g,, + ,a~,/,, ---$ m and m,, + x sufficiently 
large so that they satisfy the following conditions. 
(1) Choose k,, > h,, I and g, so that if g 2 g,,, then we have 
and also 
Let 
G = 4, ~ I 4, I 8, - I 8, - I 
c,, = B,, l B,, , B,, _ , i?,, , 
We denote by D,, or D,, the /,,-long concaternation of C,,‘s and of C,,‘s respec- 
tively. Likewise we let B,, and B, denote the qJong concaternation of D,,‘s and 
of D,,‘s respectively. 
Note that 
c’,, = 4h,, , 
d, = (4h,, - I )h, = CJ,, 
h, = cl,m, 
We call C,, or C, a C-n-block, D, or D, a D-n-block and B,, or B,, a B-n-block. If 
we need to distinguish B,, from B,?, then we call it a B-n-block. We denote the 
D-n-block containing a point x by D,l(s). B,,(x) or C,,(s) is similarly defined. 
Let (X,F, CL. T) denote the limiting space. Clearly it is an ergodic rank-2 
transformation with the partition P = {PO, PI}, where P” consists of points 
whose Oth coordinate is 0. Hence it has entropy zero. We define the skewing 
function cp on X so that 
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Since pLp” = pP’ = i, we have J’cpdp = (1 1 0). 
4. COMPLETION 
By (l.l), lim,,, J’ #Y(V:‘z: %?)d, (* ) L Y exists for every partition Q. For the 
vector v’ = (1) 0), recall that Qk = V.r=_ k F (O.‘)f It is enough to show that for 
each k there exists a subsequence {y,} such that 
By the entropy formula, this proves that ZI( ?) = 0, which is different from 
Iz(T)+h(J+dp)=h(T)+h((l,O)) =h((l,O)) >O. 
Since X(1/&) < C(E~/~), f or a.e. X, there exists rz > no(x) such that 
D-n-block of x is neigther in the first [&]-many D-n-blocks nor in the last 
[v.&iJ-many D-n-blocks in its B-n-block. Let q,, = [&Id,,. We denote by S,, the 
positive integer such that T”n(x) is in the first level set of the D-n-block next to 
D,,(x). We also denote by n,, the integer such that T”‘z(.x) is in the first level set of 
the D-n-block of B,(x) satisfying nn 5 qn < Q + d,,. Note that the interval 
[S,, v,~ - 1] of indices is made up of complete D-n-blocks contained in B,(x). 
Given E > 0, we choose n(~) such that if n > H(E), then 
(11 (l/6) < (~,,/4) < E and 
(2) E,, = {x : no(x) < n} has measure > 1 ~ (~/2). 
Let k be given and we may assume that k, > k. For any s E E,,, we compute 
Since (1 /,,hiJH( Qp) < (En/4)H( Qk), it is enough to show that 
is small. 
Suppose x E B,. Let C&(X) = ‘p,+b,,(x) - P~,~(x) = cpi(Tb~~(x)). The equation of 
the line through the points I, = ((4t - 2)h, _ 1, (tb,, ~, /2”-2) for t = 1, I t , d,, 
with the slope (l/2”) is 71= (1/2”)u+(h,_,/2n~~2). We note that 
#Lb’ (F-1 l)‘Qk+ch,, ,p,<-,) is not a finer partition than //$it (F”I(.~))Q~. Let 
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A, = (b, _ ,, (2h, _ I /2”- I)) be the point whose 7) coordinate is the same as that 
of II. Since the equation of the line through Al with the slope l/2” is 
%’ = (1/2”)u + (3h,_ I/2”), it is not difficult to see that the partition 
Qk + CM,, ~, p) satisfies 
(See Figure 2.) 
AI = (h-l. (h-1/2 “+‘)). A2 = (2h,,_l - 2h,,.z.(h,,_ l/2”-‘)) and AI =(2h,,~,.(h,,~,/2”~‘)) 
Figure 2. 
By the subadditivity of the entropy, we have 
Since F is measure preserving. 
Similarly in the case when .Y E i?,,, we can conclude 
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Since 
= J ( IH,. “‘v’Fj,(‘) E,, qt? i=n Q) J k dl_l + If& E,; qu 
we have 
J (. ; H, ‘;yc; F+(‘)Q,)d/~ 
< ?H(Qd + En + /l(&;‘)ff(Qk) < h(Qk)E,, + E,, 
by (4.1) and (4.2). Therefore 
Ty: FGnr"Q~)dp~O for all k. 
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